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TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY AND MOMENTUM DUE TO 

LANDAU DAMPING IN TIME 

By J. LACINA 

Institute of Plasma Physics, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, 
182 11 Prague 8, Czechoslovakia 

The transformation of energy and momentum due to Landau damping 

in time, together with the physical mechanism of this process is 

presented. Unlike the well-known models, the presented theory 

is not limited to a small ratio of the decrement to the wave 

frequency and artificial assumptions together with discrepancies 

involved in these models are removed. It is shown that the pertur

bation of particle velocities, caused by the self-consistent elec

tric field, is formed by a superposition of coherent free and for

ced oscillations propagating in space. The transformation of 

energy and momentum is a process of the phase interference between 

the coherent free and forced oscillations, in which the evolution 

of the forced oscillations is governed by the energy and momentum 

balance equations. 

1. Introduction 

Landau damping (L.D.) is one of the most important effects in 

plasma physics. Especially, this process is used to explain the de

position of kinetic energy in plasma in various heating mechanisms. 

On the other hand the descriptions of the physical mechanism of this 

effect and the description of energy transformation due to this 

effect, published up to now in papers and books on plasma physics, 

are not sufficiently accurate and in some cases even incorrect; 

we shall return to this question later. Because of the great im-
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portance of L.D., a correct theoretical treatment, as precise 
as possible, is necessary, giving both the physical mechanism 
following from linear theory and the description of the transfor
mation of energy and momentum as well. This is the purpose of our 
paper. 

A criticism of various models of L.D. was given by Lacina (1972). 
The derivation of L.D. is not self-consistent in these models, be
cause the imaginary part of the frequency of the self-consistent 
electric field in the equations of motion is neglected. It leads 
to some difficulties which are removed by means of artificial 
assumptions at the expense of correctness of the results achieved. 
The self-inconsistent models may be divided into two groups: colli-
sionless and collisional models. That one given by Dawson (1961) 
is probably the most cited collisionless model. He tried to derive 
the L.D. decrement from the energy absorbed by resonant partic
les. However, the physical mechanism of damped and of growing 
waves is symmetric in his model, while the Poisson equation and 
the Maxwell equation 

# * 4 = о 
are not equivalent equations in his derivation. But the opposite 
is true, as it has been shown by Lacina (1972). In the Dawson's 
model the energy absorbed by resonant particles is both for dam
ped and for growing waves determined by the work of the electric 
field on the free streaming current. The sign of this work de
pends on the derivative of the stationary distribution function 
and determines whether the wave is damped or growing. However, 
this is an incorrect result; the work done on the free streaming 
current is equal to zero in the case of growing waves (Lacina, 
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1972). Probably due to this incorrect Dawson's result, some au

thors call the process of resonantly growing waves an inverse L.D.. 

On the other hand the work done on the non-resonant particles is 

exactly equal to zero in his model and thus the total kinetic 

energy of non-resonant particles is constant in time. This result 

and the Maxwell equation (1) being invalidated in his procedure, 

the Landau decrement is obtained. The incorrect streaming mecha

nism of growing waves and the inconsistent treatment of non-re

sonant particles and of Maxwell equations are a direct consequ

ence of the fact that the amplitude of the self-consistent 

electric field in the equations of motion is treated as if it 

is constant in time. For this reason, results of the non-li

near theories, in which the amplitude of the electric field in 

the equations of motion is treated as if it were constant in 

time, are problematic (e.g. O'Neil, 1965). The Dawson's model is 

used for the explanation of L.D. in books on plasma physics 

e.g. by Chen (1974). 

In the collisional model the limit ^ -> + Q is taken for the 

effective collisional frequency Vc in the current density, and 

thus the dispersion equation and the decrement is obtained (Sha

franov, 1963). It is important that L.D. would be a dissipative 

effect if this derivation is correct. However, as Shafranov (1963) 

himself has shown, this derivation is not correct because a real 

frequency is used in this derivation while the result is a com

plex one. If the complex frequency is used, a growth will be 

there instead of L.D. and vice versa. This incorrect collisional 

treatment has been used up to now (Magneville, 1990) and mislead

ing diFiipative interpretation of L.D. has been given (Michajlov-
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skij, 1970). The artificial assuaptions and incorrect results can 

be removed only if the effect of the self-cons i stent evolution of 

the amplitude of electric field on particle motion is considered. 

In the previous paper Lacina (1972), the physical mechanism of 

L.D. and the energy and momentum transformation is studied for a 

plasma without external fields and in the paper Lacina (1975) in 

an external magnetic field. The influence of decrement (increment) 

on particle motion is taken into account in these papers, but the 

initial condition is treated incorrectly. The initial condition 

formulated there is related to the beginning of validity of an 

asymptotic wave solution. But the initial condition has to be for

mulated for the beginning of the process (i.e. when the asymptotic 

solution is not yet valid) as an arbitrary initial perturbation. 

Such an initial condition will be formulated here. Differently 

from Lacina (1970,1972) we shall not use the conservation of a 

quantity G(-f) for the derivation of total kinetic energy and mo

mentum where Q is a function of the distribution function •+ 

We shall use the equations of motion and the Maxwell equations 

here only. Because of this new procedure we obtain here the 

self-consistent mechanism of the process in question descriebed 

briefly in the abstract. 

In the course of this paper, after formulating our problem, 

we shall derive general formulae for space averaged macroscopic 

quantities and the corresponding balance equations. Then we shall 

show the physical mechanism of L.D., as it follows from a linear 

perturbation of motion asymptotically in time and in the last 

section, the transformation of energy and momentum which takes 

place asymptotically in time will be described. 
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Before we start to solve our problem, we shall describe here 

some common features of different resonant interactions. It is 
interesting that these common features occur both in hot-plasma 
resonant interactions (Landau resonance, cyclotron resonance) and 
in cold-plasma resonant interactions (plasma resonance, lower 
hybrid resonance) as well. The resonant interactions may be sol
ved either as time problems, where an initial perturbation of mo
tion determines further evolution in time, or as space problems, 
where a boundary perturbation determines the evolution in space. 
These initial or boundary perturbations of motion rreate initial 
or boundary electric fields. The perturbation of particle veloci
ties, caused by this field, is formed by a superposition of for
ced and free oscillations in every point of space. We may write 
for the perturbation of particle velocities 

where Vp* is the perturbation due to forced oscillations, Vpc 

due to free oscillations and V/B due to initial or boundary 
perturbation. Let us note that the Eulerian description of mo
tion is used here. Because it holds 

7т, •» + V-,-0 for t = О ОГ fОГ X = 0 j 

the forced and free oscillations Vp© ) *?<? a r e coherent osci
llations, since for t** Dor for X-0 the phases of free and for
ced oscillations are mutually opposite for all particles. The 
evolution of particle velocities and the evolution of electric 
fields are given by equations of motion and by Maxwell equati
ons. We may write for this evolution in linear approximation 

L(v ) — L(Vpt) ~ Ě- equations of motion 
* in the Eulerian description , 
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М (Е ) - Jfvf ) Maxwell equations 

Here С is a self-consistent electric field, L-/ **/ J are li
near operators. As we see, the forced oscillations of particles 
1Л.д are given by a particular solution of equations of notion and 
are influenced by the self-consistent electric field cT directly. 
On the other hand the oscillations V^£ and /̂* are solutions of 

the homogeneous set of equations of notion and thus this motion 

is not influenced by the electric field Ь directly. Hence, 
both Vp„ and 1^Й are free oscillations. While the initial or 
boundary amplitude of the free coherent oscillations Vp» depends 

—* 
on the initial or boundary amplitude ^pt • the amplitudes 

—#• 
of free oscillations V Щ are arbitrary independent quantities 

-* -> -» 
and thus V/g are oscillations incoherent with Vp* and with V- . 
The evolution of the mutual phase between forced and free osci
llations differs for different particles and thus a phase inter
ference between the coherent free and forced oscillations takes 
place. This phase interfernce is described by the oscillatory 
energy I/. V as follows 

where the last two terms on the right hand side describe in
terference energy. Because the average kinetic energy and momen
tum of particles depend directly on the oscillatory energy, the 
phase interference affects the evolution of the average quanti
ties and the corresponding transformation of energy and momentum. 
The amplitudes of coherent oscillations possess a resonant cha
racter and the mutual phase between the coherent free and forced 
oscillations is constant for resonant particles. Due to this fact 
and because the phases of coherent free and forced oscillations 
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are opposite to each other for Ь - 0 or for Л — 0 , the 
effect of the phase interference persists asymptotically if the 
contribution fro» resonant particles to the interference energy 

-> 
is different fro» zero. Further, because Vjg are incoherent osci-

- > - * • 

llations both with V** and with l/^ , the asymptotic evolution 
is not influenced by the oscillations V/g . 

The space-tiee evolution of the cold-plasma resonant interac
tion with a P-polarized electromagnetic wave in a collisionless 
inhosogeneous plasma (Lacina & Preinhaelter, 1988) and in a col-
lisional aproximation (Lacina, 1991) is in full agreement with 
the general theory given above. The agreement with the L.D. in 
time will be shown in this paper and with the L.D. in space in a 
prepared paper. 
2. Formulation of the Problem in Question 

The propagation of a spatially periodic electrostatic wave 
in a collisionless uniform plasma is considered here. The plasma 
consists of electrons and positive ions ( I? = A ). The ions are 
immobile. Hence, all variables are related to electrons (if not 
specified otherwise). For the sake of simplicity, dimmensionless 
variables, such, that 7H^.~ l&l = A , are used. 

The initial distribution function may be written in the form 
/(x^f-fl) « T=M+\ Ч*М**к** , U- 2-Кп/Ъ . (2a, 

We suppose that +pe foe /•«* 
*]vdx- Л/, tFvdv* Sftciv =}%vdv = 0 . b 
— » —to **° ~°° 

Here TFCv) is a stationary (unperturbed) distribution and ^f«S^) 

are amplitudes of a perturbation. We assume that г / Ут, are 
not singular. A' is the unperturbed density of electrons and 
of ion» as well. The equations of motion in the Eulerian form 
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(За) 

and the Maxwell equations are given as follows 

x(f,v/W, f(x,v,t) = tout., 
Here V(x,V,i) *s t n e velocity of particles in the Eulerian des
cription; V,- f̂  are initial velocities and coordinates of par
ticles and thus they are constants of motion. Further, 
is an inverse function to V(x,V,t) and Mffrt) 

is an inverse 
function to ^(X/V/Č) • The distribution function is such a fun
ction of constants of notion that is equal to the initial distri-
bution (2a) at t s 0 : 

Now, expanding all the variables in the Fourier series 

(4) 
ik^x 

E(x,t) -X Ě-Jitíé^, v(x,v,t)=Z \(v,Uek*x . 

a set of equations for the individual Fourier components nay be 
obtained from (3a). We do not write this set here. As follows 
from this set and from initial conditions (2a,b) 

-foo 

Eo(t)*0 v0(v,-b)=vi fvfiMv-O, (5) 
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V.(b0)~OEjO)'-í- /у,ЮЛ» hm*0 , < s> 
П i *ъ -ре 

/00 

^ -л: 
We shall not seek a general solution to our problem. Не shall 
need only the equations that are valid for a general solution. 
3. Space averaged macroscopic quantities and conservation 

equations 
In our further procedure we shall restrict ourselves to the 

second order approximation with respect to perturbations of the 
stationary state. Hence, the particle trapping effect limits 
the validity of our approximation in time. To derive the space 
averaged macroscopic quantities we shall use (3b),(4) and (5). 
Integrating the part corresponding to the distribution function 

F(y), the integration variable V is replaced by "V , and 
then the integration by parts is used. Integrating the part cor
responding to the initial perturbation Kp^tžCpKiK^) f the in-

tegration variables X/V are replaced by f,V and the relati

ons dxdv -d% (ht X-f-t^t are used. 

The following conservation of average particle density is 

obtained by this procedure from our equations 

К = -|- fdxffdv = JFMdv - * f n~-0 . (6) 
0 -DO ~0b 

For average kinetic momentum we get 

(?) 
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The average energy of electric field is given by 
Г7 - 4* ^-r^^-L^, к = £ E (8) 

and the average kinetic energy is given from our equations as 

follows , 

к л i -&> -=» -~ 

•he* 4-eo „ifc y£ 

Using the set (За), the Fourier expansions (4) and the average 
macroscopic quantities (7)-(9), we get the following separation 
of the contributions from the individual Fourier modes: 

* f 2 lk**j 

_«7 -<C 

ntn, K*l E*l 

Equations (11) are momentum and energy conservation equations 
corresponding to the individual Fourier nodes. 

As we see from (6)-(11), it is sufficient to know the quanti
ties V* EQ, for 91^0 in the linear approximation in order to 
know the average macroscopic quantities in the second order ap
proximation. This important result is a consequence of the fact 
that zero electric field ED does not occur in this problem and 
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thus V0 ~V . While the average Eulerian velocity is not affec
ted by the electric field, there is a perturbation of average 
Lagrangian velocity, as we shall show now. 

The velocity in Lagrangian description may be written as 
follows -fr S 

V(%,V.t)=Z rjvfit * ; (12) 
I I IK 

where % У are initial coordinates and initial velocities. The 
following relation holds between ^ and V^ in the linear 
approximation .//. ̂ / 

тф/t) - Vjv, t)e * fvrn + 0, (1,„ 
because X е f-f-Vc? for unperturbed motion. Since the identity 

is valid for an arbitrary distribution F(S)) , the following 
relation between the average Lagrangian velocity V0 and the 
oscillatory energy V^ V must hold as well 

The equetion (13b) reveals the effect of the oscillatory energy 
on the average Lagrangian velocity. Let us note that 1% is the 
velocity averaged over initial coordinates only; it is not 
averaged over initial velocities. Further, (13b) is a general 
relation, not limited to the second order approximation. In the 
case that the amplitude of the wave is varying slowly in time 
and the wave frequency is real, then the relation (13b) is equi
valent to the relation (4.2) in the paper by Klima (1972). 

In the next section we shall investigate the evolution of V^ 

*-/yi in time. 
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4. Physical mechanism of L.D. in the linear theory 

We should like to show now the physical mechanism of L.D. 

as it results from the motion of particles in the linear app

roximation asymptotically in time. We write the linear solution 

in the following form 

v - v * vjk«*+ vyL\ *JV*<»JV-WM 

V ^ = — [ £ e- J L v v i ' / C ; (14) 

here UA^C^Jis supposed to be determined by the Landau disper

sion equation, where /*"*«.v̂ y is the lowest value for a given **, • 

Let us note that we do not limit ourselves to a small ratio Щи'^с*)' 

д-л-Сч/^/уР^/^У a r e unknown functions, but their initial values 
and asymptotic behaviour in time are known. As follows from 
the time-asymptotic evolution, derived by Landau (1946), asymp
totically in time £<%>£/ ~ CóWib , , it may be shown easily that 

if t\(tJ- Cc%yt. then Cftfyt) = twt. as well. 

As we can see from (14), the electric field perturbes the 

initial velocities in such a way that a superposition of for

ced and free oscillations propagating in space is created. The 

frequency of the forced oscillations is equal to &ov while 

the frequency of free oscillations is equal to S^V and thus 

it depends on initial velocity. (The free oscillations are usual

ly called free streaming.) There are two different free oscilla

tions, described by (14), differing in their relation to the 
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forced oscillations. The free oscillations proportional to £-("£) 

and forced oscillations are coherent oscillations, because their 

phase difference is the same for all X f V at V - U .On 

the other hand the free oscillations proportional to C ^ and 

forced oscillations are not coherent oscillations. 

Substituting (14) into the Maxwell equations in (3a) we get 

in the linear approximation 

The right hand side of the first equation in (15) is a current 

density and the right hand side of the second equation is a 

charge density. As we see from (15), the current and charge den

sities are determined by a superposition of forced and free os

cillations. Besides the free oscillations arising from the per

turbation of velocities, there are free oscillations arising 

from the initial perturbation У^. Now we shall be interested in 
the time-asymptotic behaviour of these free oscillations. We shall 
use the following asymptotic formulae, derived by Lacina (1972) 
for arbitrary function , which is not singular 

_«e ^^ >» t c -co 

ОС e к V -, CO tú* l0o- Ifr 
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Té^í,- HcVn**- lr<*-W* 

The total contribution from free oscillations, obtained by the 
integration over initial velocities, aproaches zero for 
ť-ъ + ьо because the phase of free oscillations is linearly pro-
portional to V T (the effect of phase mixing). However, in the 
equations (15) we compare the contributions from free oscillati-
ons to the evolution of forced oscillations с ( (jj = и)сн~^у\)^ 

Because С/^СУУ are not singular functions, the total asymptotic 
contribution corresponding to the initial perturbation lf/ц, is 
equal to zero in comparison with the evolution of forced oscilla
tions. On the other hand £4, may possess singularities correspon

ding to some other roots of the Landau dispersion equation for the 

given AT . However, the decrements of these roots being greater 

than fa and thus the total contribution from C^ decreasing more 

quickly than the contribution from the forced oscillations, the 

asymptotic contribution from C#.. is equal to zero as well. Only 

the amplitude of coherent free oscillations possesses the pole 

corresponding to the lowest value of fa and thus the total contri

bution to the current and charge from the coherent free oscilla

tions is different from zero if ^п> О , according to (16). If 

J(^A< 0 then the total contribution from coherent free oscillations 
is equal to zero as well. 
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Using (15) and (16) we get the following two dispersion 
equations valid asymptotically in time 

со, 
НО 

4* •№>•*!?& (17) 
CO 

The first dispersion equation follows from the Maxwell equation 
(1), while the second one follows from the Poisson equation. 
It can be proved easily that these two dispersion equations are 
equivalent to each other and that the second equation is the 
Landau dispersion equation (Landau, 1946). The first terra on the 
right hand side of (17) is a contribution from the forced osci
llations and the second term a contribution from the coherent 
free oscillations. As we see, the superposition of the coherent 
free and forced oscillations results in the L.D. and the Landau 
integration contour describes the effect of the coherent free 
oscillations. 
5. The asymptotic energy and momentum balance equations 

Using (7)-(ll),(13) and (14) the space averaged perturba
tion of total kinetic energy Л Wu and of total momentum ^J-f^ 
can be written in the following form 
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/•ОС 

Р/с,-:Л£ v , > , nK4-jj«v;* &*°-ч (ie) 

It can be shown by the use of (16) that the asymptotic evolution 
o f "к*/ Щеп. and **-/ Т^К+г, is 9 i v e n a s follows 

,.*-W 4.F vit _c ;%*№ 

'TUj"l'£l>-íte> * -6v/<M* (19) 

* 

lk*fr 4%' *?b 

The quantities Щ.'К / PO / Кн i *-£о are constant in time. 
Now, a question arises whether the asymptotic evolution of the 
average perturbations of total kinetic energy and momentum, gi-
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ven by (19), fulfils the balance equations (11). Inserting (19) 
into (11) we get the following asymptotic balance equations 

-zr* fv,* +w47-(**+/*«»Kv
 = о 

(20) 

-4nP,R~Ov w>£ш - ° j w^- елf;iz^ 
The asymptotic balance equations (20), where Iv^ J *\///. Ep » .-P^ 

are given by (19), are just two equations for the determination 
o f
 ^WÍÍV

 f o r a 9*ven ^.^and a r e i d e n ti c a l with the asymptotic 

balance equations derived by Lacina (1972). It can be proved ea

sily (Lacina, 1972) that the asymptotic balance equations (20) 

are equivalent to the Landau dispersion equation and that the 

momentum balance equation in (20) is equivalent to the require

ment of the Galilean invariance of the energy balance equation. 

It may be surprising that the correct balance equations have 

been obtained by Lacina (1972) by means of an incorrect initial 

condition. However, this may be explained easily. Our new ini

tial condition leads to the new free oscillations, given by the 

initial perturbation y ^ and by the velocity perturbation £_^ , 

but these free oscillations produce only time-constant contribu

tions to the energy and momentum balance asymptotically in time, 

as follows from (18) and (19) and thus these incoherent free 

oscillations do not affect the asymptotic evolution. 

We shall describe now the physical mechanism of the trans

formation of energy and momentum as follows from our equa

tions (18) - (20). Only the coherent free and forced oscilla

tions contribute to the asymptotic balance (20). The coherent 
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oscillations affect the asymptotic evolution of W^^ and i* K-H, 
* 

through their oscillatory energy ^ l^ according to (18), where 

vX = w£ * vK v£+ Vne v;c + v^vPc = (ai) 

here Vpp is a velocity perturbation due to the forced oscilla

tions and Vp^ due to the coherent free oscillations (see (18)). 

Because the oscillatory energy depends both on the amplitudes of 

the coherent oscillations and on their mutual phase, the trans

formation of energy and momentum is a process of the phase inter

ference between the coherent free and forced oscillations. In 

this process the amplitude of the free oscillations is constant 

in time and the evolution of their phase depends on the unpertur

bed motion only, while the amplitude and phase evolution of the 

forced oscillations must fulfil the energy and momentum balance 

equations. It holds УРЛ+ Vpc~ Ь} V^V^ 0 at Ьт 0 . since 
the mutual phase /3 between the coherent free and forced osci
llations is given as follows 

/3 = (k^V-LCo^i + TV f (22) 
the phase interference effect depends on initial velocity V 
and on time t . The total effect of the phase interference 
is given by an integration over all initial velocities, as is 
expressed in the energies rip» } Wf^ and in the momenta £p» .P' щ . 
Here Wpň / Fph correspond to a contribution from the forced oscil
lations alone, i.e. from the oscillatory energy given by the first 
term on the right hand side of (21) and Wj/ý Гщ correspond 
to the phase interference contribution, i.e. to the contribution 
from the oscillatory energy given by the last term in (21) . Be-
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cause the mutual phase of resonant particles is constant in ti
me according to (22), the effect of phase interference persists 
asymptotically in time only if the contribution from resonant par
ticles to the interference momentu < Х/д/ is different from zero. 
Further, Wpb and ItD a r e linearly proportional to the electric 
field energy W^ft • Hence, if the energy of forced oscillations 

Wfth is positive in an inertial system (which takes place e.g. 
if ~V-J—žO )» then this energy cannot balance an evolution of 

the energy "Eli • The interference energy being negative ba

lances both the evolution of 1Л £7í and of "рц in this case 

Kn + "„ + K, - с, 4ч * tw' ° i h * < ° > (23) 

if the contribution from resonant particles to the interference 
momentum JL'//V is different from zero ( -гт/у = 1£ж1 >V). Now, 1*/д/ 
is growing in time owing to the evolution of the mutual phase of 
the coherent oscillations, as follows from (19) (note that W/f-0). 

Hence, both the electric field energy and the energy of forced 
oscillations must be decreasing in time, because of the energy 
balance (23) ( "/=/? is proportional to •>2, ) . The evolution 
approaches a steady state, in which only free oscillations 
together with their energy Ш^^Ч" WpQ and momentum '^^•'•pp 
persist, according to (19). If the contribution to the interfe-

d? I rence momentum from resonant particles is equal to zero ("T~r/ -Jj^* 
- 0 ), then a steady state of forced oscillations takes 

place asymptotically in time. A different situation occurs when 
a beam is passing through the plasma. We may write in this case 

F = V F 8 ; Кц=Ккг + ^FKS 
(24) 

*u 
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where the index b indicates plasma quantities while В indica-
cates beam quantities. We should like to describe now the role 
which the phase interference plays in the case of waves grow
ing in time. The balance equation (20) may be written for 
growing waves as folows 

Wш - tOrist. 2,ы = С0ЛЛ*. , (25b) 
Comparing (23) with (25a,b), we see that the phase interferen
ce plays different roles in the case of damped and growing 
waves. The beam plays now the role of phase interfence, since 
К'рпд being negative balances both the evolution of Wg* and of 
Vvfz/^p • But the balance equations (25a) admit both signs of C*^ . 
The sign of jt^/n. *s determined by (25b) if the contribution to 
i/дг from resonant particles is different from zero. In this 

case the phase interference prevents a damping from taking place 
and growing forced oscillations are the only possibility of asymp
totic evolution according to (25b) and (19). The electric field 
energy and the plasma energy of forced oscillations are growing 
at the expense of the beam energy of forced oscillations. If, 
however, the contribution to Ещ from resonant particles is 
equal to zero, then, besides this process, an inverse process 
for which jfri'lfal, (0en; = & ^ i s possible; here frn) ? Í06ŤL; 

correspond to the inverse process. 
As we have seen, the mechanism of damped and growing waves 

of resonant interactions is not symmetrical. 
6. Conclusion 
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He have derived here general expressions for the evolution 
of the space averaged perturbations of total kinetic energy 
and total momentum, valid for arbitrary initial perturbation. 
As a by-product we have derived a relation between the average 
Lagrangian velocity W0 and the oscillatory energy l^-K^ - Full 
description of the physical mechanism both of damped and growing 
waves, as follows asymptotically in time from particle oscil
lations and from energy and momentum balance equations has been 
given. This description is not limited to a small value of the 
ratio I fa/К'е Jand removes the artificial assumptions together 
with the discrepancies involved in the known descriptions of this 
process. 

It has been pointed out that the revealed physical mechanism 
is common to other resonant interactions, no matter whether these 
interactions are cold-plasma or hot-plasma interactions and no 
matter whether these interactions are solved as time-problems or 
space-problems. Their common mechanism consists in the fact that 
the perturbation of particle velocities, caused by the self-con
sistent electric field, is formed by a superposition of coherent 
free and forced oscillations in every point of space and that 
the transformation of energy and momentum is governed by a pro
cess of the phase interference of the coherent oscillations 
through their oscillatory energy. 

f 

While Lagrangian method was used in the author's previous 
papers (Lacina, 1972,1975), the Euler's method has been used 
here. The latter method has enabled us to reveal the common 
physical mechanism of resonant interactions. 

A paper is being prepared dealing with the transformation 
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of energy and momentum due to L.O. in space. 
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